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About This Content

Crusader Kings II: Viking Metal

From the composer of "Guns, Drums and Steel" for Europa Universalis IV, Paradox brings a new sound to the world of
Crusader Kings II. Test your dynasty's mettle while listening to metal -- our interpretation of Viking Metal! Five new tracks are
added to your game's soundtrack with this music pack, composed and designed from scratch specifically for Crusader Kings II,

blending the intensity of Metal with themes and sounds from Nordic folk music.

The music pack includes following songs:

1. Viking Gods
2. Locust Storm

3. Campfire
4. The Sun And Earth

5. Our Kingdom Will Fall (instrumental)
6. Our Kingdom Will Fall
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Better than qop.

The game is quite challenging in thinking, but often it's had a good flow in solving and smooth level progression. But very
rewarding through a good amount of achievements.

Some Levels are a little bit flawed and therefore too hard to figure out, but you can skip them and solve them later.

So good level design in general, music and tone is fitting as well.

Good job, keep going!. This is just a mobile version of "Anomaly Warzone Earth" and there is no point in purchasing it on its
own, but as a part of the Anomaly Uber Bundle I guess its ok.. I wasted a $1. I decided to finally review the game which I knew
and loved by the name of Robocraft.
Which my review can be best summarized by:
._.

Robocraft started out as being such a interesting concept. Build a vehicle out of cubes and pit them in combat against each other
in an arcade style arena. Robocraft was initially successful, but then the FreeJam lost sight of the original game. Making update
after update that made the game worse.

-Flying fast? Nah, speed is boring
-Pilot seats & Triforcing? Nah, let's just build bricks
-Teirs? Who needs teirs, let's just make matches unbalanced
-More parts! Who cares about part balance, just create more!
-More game modes! So many that you take forever to find a match
-LOOT BOXES! everyone loves RNG and not get the items they want. They'll surely give us money now

Pros:
-Build bots out of blocks
-Fight other players with your custom bot
-Different weapons & movement parts

Cons:
-Devs seem to make the game worse
-Building lacks depth
-Poor balancing
-Very grindy (P2W). My favorite thing about 'Dry Cereal' was the writing, and the astounding attention to detail put into it.
There were hundreds of jokes, comic scenarios and conversations which made it (to me at least) one of the most charming
games in existence. However, the puns, one-liners and charm of 'Dry Cereal' have been compromised in 'Operation Ozone',
instead leaving our titular character awkwardly didactic and explanatory in situations that he would otherwise be comedic and
interesting.

"But why the positive review?"

Regardless, this game is exactly the way I remember it in my childhood, and at least in terms of gameplay, it's still an absolute
treat to play. The novel gadgets and quirky scenarios are there in abundance (greater so than the first). And playing a second
time will reward with with an alternate story, a testament to the care placed into making this game. The art style and music are
cohesive and the game world truly is filled with interesting and funny characters; but its always going to be overshadowed by the
first game, a comparison which becomes more stark with age.

7\/10. This is a very interesting concept of a game, and the missions are quite interesting, and there's a rather nice freeplay
mode... the problem is, the controls are rather... awkward. Your emergency personnel have almost no independent initiative
whatsoever - for instance, in order to recover a casualty, you need to order your ambulance to move to them, order your
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paramedics to get out of the vehicle, order them to pick up the casualty, order them to return to the ambulance, and then (if in
freeplay) order them to return to base. Generally, unless given explicit orders, your units won't do anything on their own... and
complicating things, the interface for selecting and controlling your units is awkward.

Civilians are even worse. Its not that they panic upon seeing danger or anything, they just don't notice. They'll happily walk into
a fire or a poison cloud... or, popularly, an electrified wire. You're supposed to be able to order police to establish a cordon, but
this requires so much handholding it's almost pointless.

That said, if the concept appeals to you, the game is quite fun. It just has quite a few rough edges.. I bought the trilogy of this at
50% off and I'm still playing the first FREE episode after more than 14 hours. Totally engrossing, it has blown me away. Yes
the graphics are dog turd but the gameplay and story progression together with the large open world put the majority of more
modern RPGs to shame. Also the difficulty and balancing are spot on and I am told by reliable sources that Eschalon only gets
better with each chapter. AAA developers could learn a lot from this. Highly recommended.. controls
like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
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 Avadon 3: The Warborn  is an old-school turn-based rpg with exploration and combat as it’s primary focus, well balanced by
character interactions, vivid and constant world-building through descriptions and textlogs, and the occasional equipment
upgrading. The option in classes and a wide array of abilities helps keep the encounters engaging and allows light tactical
planning on medium-to-large scale battles (especially on higher difficulty levels).
 Following the well-established molds of the Geneforge and Avadon sagas, Avadon offers a huge world and interesting
characters to populate it. This game’s particularity comes in the form of a more focused storytelling that takes precedence over
the free-form exploration. The story itself revolves around the player as a lowly Pact soldier that gets elevated to the status of
Hand of Avadon, being given the power and the responsibility to end the war with the Farlands. How this is brought about is up
to you: crush your enemies mercilessly, or subdue them by aiding in your common struggles. The sum of your positioning
towards your superiors and companions determines later-game outcomes.

Between all the aspects that come out upon hours of gameplay, some excel.
 Things A3 got right :

The “low budget GoT” feel of the story, having a gray-scaled political struggle at the center of your narrative, is well-
paced and gripping;

The retooled Vitality system and Talent upgrade paths shake up the fighting and leveling in relation to the previous
iterations;

The returning companions and npc’s from A1&2, as well as the cleverly written (if a bit on the short side) party
interaction.

 Things A3 didn’t get right:

The world could be more flushed out. The lack of bartering, interaction with less important npcs and a comprehensive
font of knowledge (outside the painfully short codex descriptions) about the culture and political behavior of each
country and people leaves too much to the imagination;

Few minor dialogue inconsistencies (companions referring to early quests half-way through the game);

The extended encounters (enemies with too much health and not enough damage output can easily become a slog rather
than a challenge);

The lack of a soundtrack, slightly offset by the mild ambient sounds.

Avadon 3 is a great game. Small things, like choosing which companions will be by your side, learning their backstories, ideals
and motivations and coming to expect their input in a given situation is one of the highlights of the experience. Likewise,
defeating hordes and bosses and tracking down your antagonist step by step gives a real sense of progression to your campaign
of liberation. The fact that story events are the direct outcome of the previous games’ plots should be enough incentive to get
through the previous games first, even though it’s not strictly necessary. All around, the positives of the game far outweigh the
weak spot that are almost inherent to this type of indie, like graphics and sound (On regards to which, by the way, you can
always improve your experience by having your favorite dungeon synth/dark ambient playlist at hand, it makes the wandering
around far more enjoyable).

 TL;DR  Spoderweb quality right there. If you prize story over graphics, but think choose-your-own-adventure books don't have
enough gameplay, this game is for you.. This is the #1 most immersive video game I have ever played. The atmosphere is
incredible. It's one of those games where you should play it late at night, shut off the lights, and just take it in. The dialogue
system (which is upgradeable!) is extremely unique with the choices you make, and how those choices affect the narrative.
Gunplay is satisfying, but the fact that you can go through the entire game without ever having to kill anyone is amazing to me.
Compounded with the multiple paths you can take to complete a mission, you'll feel like you really have a lot of choices here in
and out of dialogue. 9\/10 game. My only complaint is that everyone looks like they've been rubbed with vaseline in the pre
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rendered cutscenes, but you'll get use to them.. Crown restores MP.. So I bought this game 5 seconds after someone asked me to
get it... then I played it... and I rode on a Pegasus, called in Mecha-Mouse, and a Snowman.

10/10/. good game<3
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